RESTORATION OF THE SECTION CORNER COMMON TO
SECTIONS 20, 21, 28, AND 29, T3N, R9W, W.M.

At the corner I find the remains of the corner tree and four
bearing trees scribed by David Buchholz in 1981 and reported
by Loren R. Steele, PLS 1662, in Tillamook County Surveyor's
Re-witness Book 6, Page 173. The corner tree and southeast
bearing tree are now blowdowns with attached rootwads. I
open and tie the scribed faces of the northeast, southwest,
and northwest B.T.'s, and at record distances from said faces
I set 36" in the ground a 2" x 36" galv. I.P. with 3" brass
cap stamped "T3N R9W S20 S21 S28 S29 2000 LS 849"; from which
said B.T.'s now bear as follows: the 18" hemlock (now 22") at
N55°E 26.4 ft. bears N51°30'0"E 26.40 ft. to scribed face, the
18" spruce (now 22") at S44°W 9.6 ft. bears S45°44'4"W 9.60 ft.
to scribed face, and the 12" hemlock (now a 16"stump) at
N54°W 40.6 ft. bears N52°43'W 40.60 ft. to scribed face. I
set flush with ground two 5/8" X 36" rebars with yellow
plastic caps stamped "K FORSTE LS 849" which bear as follows:
S06°56'18"E 24.67 ft. and N65°17'14"W 12.64 ft. A steel
spike GPS control point bears N51°46'08"W 71.11 ft. I set a
6' steel fence post with yellow location poster two feet
south of corner. Corner is located on south side of large
hemlock root wad. Basis of bearings is true bearings at
longitude 123°48'11.05" West as determined from GPS
observations.
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